
Hello [Angie], 

My name is [S.I. Taylor] and I'm an indie author reaching out to [BookTubers on 

Youtube] to see if they are interested in reading my new thriller book titled [Guilty 

Photographs]. I'm a Hispanic female, law enforcement officer, U.S. Navy reservists, 

mother, wife and lover of all things cute and fluffy.  

If you have a submission form that you want me to fill out via your website then I can 

submit my request via that outlet as well. Just reply to this email and provide me with 

your website so that I can submit my request. 

Guilty Photographs is now available on Amazon and if you're interested, I can send you 

a readable file and/or a physical copy for you to read and provide your honest review on 

your Youtube site, Goodreads, your personal blog, or Amazon. It has received a favorite 

readers award and positive reviews on Goodreads, Amazon, on social media, and other 

bloggers sites. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/53284604-guilty-photographs?from_search=true&from_srp=true&qid=UxbnaNmfQf&rank=1#other_reviews
https://www.amazon.com/Guilty-Photographs-S-I-Taylor-ebook/dp/B087CBYTC7/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2ZWYBQRQTHWZH&dchild=1&keywords=guilty+photographs&qid=1590198081&sprefix=guilty+ph%2Caps%2C168&sr=8-1
https://www.instagram.com/_eighth_day
https://www.darrienia.com/
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She was sore and in pain. When her eyes focused, she realized that the thick liquid on the wet floor was her blood. When 

Barbara saw the photographs; revenge was next on her list. 

 

Barbara Wolf was not always a loner, paranoid, or greedy but she wasn't dealt a good hand in life or so she wanted to 

believe. When she woke up half naked, bloody, and bruised she knew that her situation had to improve. She sought out the 

only untrustworthy man she knew who could get her out of her misery only to be absorbed in a web of lies and death. But 
when her past actions caught up with her future, she must remember that not everything is what it seems and not everyone 

is who they say they are. The only way to really know is to identify the Guilty Photographs. 

 

Because now, the photographs of the dead are calling for justice. 

 

Guilty Photographs is a full-length gripping page turning thriller packed with suspense, pulse-pounding scenes, and 

unbelievable twists that will have you holding your breath. Fans of L.T. Vargus, Tim McBain, Mary Burton, and Mike 

Omer will enjoy this book. 

 

 

Trigger warning: This novel contains adult language, graphic violence, and sexual encounters. 

 

 

PRAISED REVIEWS FOR GUILTY PHOTOGRAPHS 

 

“The genuineness of the characters made it easy to develop a connection with them while reading the novel. The images 

and scenes that took shape in my mind — along with the tension, the mystery, and the twists — sparked the detective in 

me thanks to the author’s descriptive writing style.” – InStoree from Onlinebookclub.org 

 

“I would recommend this book to anyone who likes gritty action thrillers with some darker story elements.” – Jessica 

 

“This book was very thrilling, it kept me on the edge constantly, it made me wonder all the time about what was really 

going on.” – Antonella 

 

To read a full review please click here Official Review: Guilty Photographs by SI Taylor 

To read more reviews please click here Reader’s Favorite Book Review 

To view the official book trailer please click here Guilty Photographs Book Trailer S.I. Taylor 

 

Follow me on social media 

Instagram: Sitaylorwrites 

Facebook: Sitaylorwrites 

Twitter: Sitaylorwrites 

Website: sitaylorauthor.com and sitaylorwrites.com 

https://forums.onlinebookclub.org/viewtopic.php?p=1344867
https://readersfavorite.com/book-review/guilty-photographs
https://youtu.be/KFFSFGmD4dc

